The gluonic hadron structure function b, (x, Q ), identified by Jaffe and Manohar, is estimated for the deuteron. We assume a model for the deuteron which contains a b-b isobar component, and in which the virtual photon interacts with each isobar independently.
gram. The contribution of this must be added onto the usual tree-level y*-q diagram, and this makes isolation of the gluon component very difficult. Fortunately, as pointed out by Jaffe and Manohar [1] , favorable experimental circumstances can sometimes be arranged in which the gluons alone contribute. More precisely, one needs a polarized hadron target with spin J~1, and the signature for the gluonic contribution must be the presence of a double-helicity-flip amplitude. In the language of the operator-product expansion (OPE), there exists a tower of gluon operators G""D"D"G, " that con-IJP l P3 tl 2 tributes for spin J&1 and gives rise to the doublehelicity-flip structure function b, (x, Q ). The coefficient functions of these operators, of order a, (g ), are obtained from box graphs. Anomalous dimensions of these operators have also been calculated recently [2] . In addition to b, (x, g ), there also exist other interesting (but quark-dominated) structure functions for X~1 [3] . It is expected that a proposed experiment at the DESY ep collider HERA, using an internal gas-jet polarized deuteron target, will be able to measure (9) where P+=P +P . Performing the operation of projecting the isobar spin from Eq. (8) , and then summing over all m quantum numbers, a convenient form for hh(y) can be written down:
We first concentrate on estimating hh(y 
where Yis composed of standard Wigner 3-j s, Racah %coefficien, and 9-j symbols according to
In the above, [J]=2J+1.
Equation (10) where GL +=6~+ -iG"and 6&+=6"++iG~+. The field-strength tensor 6 is related to the color electric and magnetic fields 6"+ = (E"+B» ) and G -+ = E+B". Explicitly, the solution is [12] &P~H~IP~H~) =(2m-) 2P~5'(0), (18) whereas a bag state is normalized to unity. With these remarks we directly write down the expression for az(z):
where f (r) and h (r) are certain elementary functions [12] . Before using this, one must take into account that the expectation value in Eq. (16) must be taken in a state normalized according to 45 ESTIMATION OF THE DOUBLE-HELICITY-FLIP DEUTERON. . . Fig. 3 . The first moment of ha(z) is -0.012a"which is identical to that found in Ref. [2] .
We may now combine aa and b, h according to Eq. (7) to arrive at the deuteron distribution aD. This is inputted into Eq. (2) , and the results for xaD(x) and xhD(x) are plotted in Fig. 4 
